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Cambodia Surrogacy Clinic
Proud to have had the 1st baby via surrogacy in Cambodia in 2015

Part of the Become Parents Group

www.cambodiasurrogacyclinic.com

Infertility touches many people’s lives, affecting a
staggering one in six couples.

Our Partner Clinic & Hospital in Cambodia

Ethical Surrogacy Options for Parents
Cambodia Surrogacy Clinic is part of the Become Parents
Group of companies that was launched in 2007 in Melbourne,
Australia. Since then it has been instrumental in helping over 600
couples realize their dreams in this beautiful journey to parenthood
across 4 continents and more than 25 countries.

The Australian Newspaper

BBC interview 21 Feb 2015

Proud to be one of the agencies recomended by the Gay Dad's Australia Group

MEET THE MEDICALTEAM
Dr. Niel Stoddart is board-certified, by the American Board of
Bioanalysts (ABB), as a High Complexity Clinical Laboratory
Director (HCLD), and served as an Inspector of IVF Laboratories for
the College of American Pathologists (CAP).

Dr. Niel Stoddart

Dr. Sean Sok Teang

Dr Delhpine Le Mercier

He is currently a member of the Association of Clinical Embryologists
(ACE) in England, and was previously a member of the American
Society for Reproductive Medicine (ASRM,) the European Society for
Human Reproduction and Embryology (ESHRE), and of ALPHA,
Scientists in Reproductive Medicine.
Dr. Sean Sok Teang pursued her specialisation in OB/GYN and
infertility management in Paris. Upon her completion of study in
2011, she founded the first ever fertility clinic in Cambodia.
Hundreds of couples have accomplished pregnancies since the clinic
inception. Since then, she is the first renown fertility specialist in the
Kingdom.
She is widely credited and approved by the people and government
the like. She has a strong passion in her career and continues to serve
patients..
Dr Delhpine Le Mercier graduated from the University of Paris and
has been practicing Gynecology since 1997. She decided to practice in
Cambodia
and has been stationed here since 2003.
She along with other physicians has implemented high risk
pregnancy consultation in Calmette Hospital specializing in
prevention of mother to child transmission of HIV.
She bring to FCC her years of experience in the field of Gynecology
and Obstetrics practice.

Amaya, has been a B. Sc from Navarra University (in the north of
Spain) in 2003. She started her training as an Embryologist in 2004 at
Zygos Clinic in Santiago de Compostela (Spain).
After finishing a Masters Degree in Human Reproduction.
in 2005, she returned to her Barcelona and started a new
Reproduction Unit in the first private clinic of her city. She set the
first program of oocytes donation in the city.
Amaya, Chief Embryologist

MEET THE MANAGEMENT TEAM

Gaurav Wankhede, MIT

Gaurav is the founder and director of Become Parents, Mumbai and
Cambodia Surrogacy. He is a former Intended Parent himself, as
well as an entrepreneur and an Royal Australian Air Force Officer.
Since 2007, Gaurav has worked with hundreds of couples seeking
IVF and ART procedures from 25 countries. He is a well-known
figure in International surrogacy community. He has appeared in
interviews on CNBC, NYT, The Australian, BBC and CNN.
He has pioneered the concept of Ethical Surrogacy and is widely
considered one of world's foremost business authorities in the field.

Sarak heads the operations from our Phenom Penh office. He has
vast experience of dealing with Intended Parent and is also a
teacher by professions. Sarak is the the man behind the scene that
gets the wheels of the bus moving in Cambodia! Make sure you ask
him for some hidden Authentic Cambodian and oriental seafood
restaurants while you are in Phenom Penh.
Sarak Sao

Heng ("Sun") is our Expert and Legal Advisor and is also the CEO
and Founder of SY management. Ltd. Born in Cambodia, raised in
Bangkok, he has also served in the Cambodian Army for 10 years.
Heng is fluent in Thai, English & Khmer.

Heng "Sun"

Heng looks after all the legal and immigration related matters when
it comes to surrogacy and egg donation process here in Cambodia
and Thailand. Heng works with one of the top law firms in
Cambodia for our clients easy and smooth exit.
Sonith assists in the day to day operations and is positioned in the
Cambodia Office and looks after your surrogates, counsels them
and also accompanies them to the clinic.
Sineth along with the other nursing staff looks after the surrogates,
their housing and also their day to day requiremements.

Nurse Sineth

Pricing Options - Here is a rough estimate of the options you have when
it comes to Surrogacy, be it with a donor or using your own egg donor or
a Self cycle. Please do talk to us for
exploring these varied options. * Prices are accurate as of Jan 2016, based on Cambodia Program.

Pricing to be used as a guide only, please
confirm your program and package with us
before you confirm the costs.

Official Statistics - Here are the clinic's recorded IVF stats.

Caucasian and Asian Egg Donors

We have a live database of over 100 graduate egg donors to chose from. ( Asian Egg
Donors are priced from USD 6,000 and Caucasian Egg donors are approx USD
12,000++).

Same Sex Parenting

All the Legal help you can ask for

Most importantly providing support, continual news &
guidance to both the IPs and the Surrogate mother. Coordination with the clinic, Immigration authorities in
arranging a passport or a VISA for the newborn

Our IVF Clinic and Hospital: State-of-the-art Facilities

Some of our videos, please click on the images
password is " cambodiasurrogacy"

Contact Us
Gaurav Wankhede, CEO
Thailand Mobile + 66 87 000 5685 (International Roaming)
India Mobile + 91 99 639 68 750 ( also on whatsapp/ Viber and Line Chat)

Skype: monagaurav1
email: becomeparents@yahoo.com
Wechat

Offices:
 Street 101C, House 167A, Tek Thla Village, Sensok District, Phnom Penh , Cambodia +855 98 998 263
 #82/2 Ekkamai, Sukhumvit soi 61, Bangkok 10100, Thailand
 H2\24 B Wing Mahindra Nagar Colony, Haji Bapu Road, Malad , Mumbai – India

Our International Branches

www.sensiblesurrogacy.com/local_experts.html - Spain & US
www.bangkoksurrogacy.com - Thailand
www.becomeparents.com - India
www.cambodiasurrogacyclinic.com - Cambodia

http://www.facebook.com/BecomeParentsSurroagcy
Part of the Become Parents Group

